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TEN immediate, rock-solid,
bulletproof sales and customerengagement mindsets and
strategies you should consider
implementing right now!

GREG BENNETT
GROWTH COACH WICHITA

About Greg Bennett
• I’ve been a business and sales coach, trainer, consultant, author, and keynote
speaker since 1987
• I’ve personally coached and trained hundreds of businesses and thousands of
business leaders, managers, salespeople, and professionals, in all aspects of
business growth
• My clients have ranged from Fortune 500 companies, Disney, Starbucks, REI,
Amazon, T-mobile, iHeart Media, to over 200 professional and collegiate
sports teams and leagues in the NFL, NBA, NHL, and MLB
• I’ve written 5 books and ebooks on coaching, leadership, closing, sales
psychology, and general motivation
• I launched the Growth Coach® DenverTech in April of 2017, then moved to
Wichita (because who wouldn’t?) in 2019 and am now the Growth Coach
Wichita
• I’ve recently helped my daughter Kaity Robinson launch The Brand 5 a
branding and business development consulting business here in Wichita
• I am completely sold out for coaching and training gigs through 2021 (so
don’t worry about me hammering you ☺) …however all my concepts and
philosophies are available through my daughter’s The Brand 5 program (so
definitely worry about HER hammering you…just kidding)
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First Question:
Show of Hands, Who Is Actually Here Today?

Second Question:
Of Those of You Who ARE Here...How Much of You Is Really Present to Take In What I'm About to
Share With You?

100%...80%...50%...10%...0%??
(sometimes 80…sometimes 10…sometimes 100…sometimes 0)

I'm not judging anything in today's world...I'd just ask you to be as HERE as you can be.
There's never been another time like this in any of our lives and we have to give ourselves and
others a little grace!
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My Reality:
I've been at this for 33+years (I truly am
a 10,000 hours expert) and I've never
seen anything that remotely is like this.
So I've had to do things I've never done,
teach in ways I've never taught, coached
businesses and people in ways I never
dreamed I'd have to...but I'm doing it,
because this is personal to me!
The great news is, the changes I've done,
and the strategies I've introduced have
worked to help my clients not only
survive...but thrive!
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Why You Must
Look to
THRIVE, Not
Just Survive
Surviving the pandemic is essential,
thriving after the pandemic is your
opportunity!
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A Thrive Mindset Is Healthier and More Empowering
Than a Survive Mindset
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Harsh Reality:

Thriving May Come After Losing Your
Job...Losing 90% of Your Client
Base...Even Losing Your Company
Your Thri- vival May Be In An Entirely
New Form and While It's Not Easy...It's
Okay
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So If You’re Ready…Let’s Start!!
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Today

So Here Are 10 Ideas, Concepts and Thoughts
You Can Implement Right Away to Put You On
That Path to
Thri-vival!
(I truly wish I could give you all of the 100’s of
concepts I’ve introduced, but let’s start with
these)
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Concept 1

Call a Meeting and Focus on Thriving
Beyond the Pandemic
What are you doing compared to the competition? My clients found that most of their competitors took
cover, and decided to stop selling because the conversations were just too hard, and their people were
rattled (for good reason)

✓

✓
✓
✓

While many of the competing realtors
headed for the bunkers and shut
down. We decided to thrive and do
what I’m about to share with you
Last year TRG sold about 500 homes
This year in a pandemic year, we will
sell over 700 homes here in Wichita
I’ll share some of what we did…

✓
✓
✓

This local company, in the oil and gas &
ethanol testing business, was rocked like the
entire industry was rocked with covid
We decided to thrive and over that time ERI
bought two companies and have tripled their
size
Again using many of the concepts I’ll share
with you today
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Concept 2

Own the New Realities
of Thri-vival -- 60 May
Be the New 20!
One of the most challenging conversations and realities a business and/or a sales team has had to
face is that there are three new realities most people have never seen or imagined:
▪ Your salespeople have been rocked to the core and are worried about their life
▪ Your prospects have been rocked to the core and worried about their lives
▪ Your activity levels will have to at least double to survive and at least triple to have a shot at
thriving
Do you know how hard that is? Doubling and tripling your
activity when everything is tough!
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What Doing Business Is Like During the Pandemic
✓ We’re all in the same life
raft after about 30 days
at sea
✓ We need each other to
survive
✓ But everyone is
sunburnt, burned out,
starving (fighting over
pigeon neck)
✓ …and pretty touchy
about everything
So in that setting
Let’s sit down and make
some cold calls…yeah!
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Concept 3

Don't Hide From the Realities, But
Embrace Them As the Greatest
Opportunity In Your Life!
Decide to turn the horror of the pandemic into the story of your life...and encourage your people to
do the same. Journal. Document what you're doing. Come together often and talk about how you
faced this and decided to attack with reckless abandon, play without fear of getting hurt, and with
full commitment to do the hardest thing...knowing that most of your competitors aren't or can't.
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Concept 4

Discuss How This Thrive and Next
Gear Mindset Should Impact Your
Brand
How do you want to be known and thought of as a brand both during the pandemic, and most
importantly after? Do you want to be same brand as you were before covid? What do you want to
be more of? Less of? How do you need and want to be different emerging from this? More
customer-centered? A better and deeper partner with your clients?
What will your future clients be looking for in the future products and services they buy?
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Concept 5

As You Move to Change or ReDefine Your Brand - You Must
Consider 5 Key Areas of Your
Business
People often try to recreate their brand by merely changing their mission statement or just
promoting their new aspirations "We are 100% customer focused". But then if they don't pay
attention to all areas of the business...the outcomes they actually create may be much different.
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The 5 Key Areas
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The 5 Key Areas
Your brand promise is your commitment to deliver
your products and services to customers in a way that
reflects the mission and values you embrace.
If one of these is missing, or inconsistent, the customer
experience may vary dramatically from one customer
to the next...and your brand promise becomes a
brand HOPE or brand WISH.
80-90% of businesses have a brand concept or idea in mind
and they may create a mission statement or vision statement.
They then then promote those things to the world. Only to have customers
experience something much different, or even the exact
opposite when they engage with the company.
Only 10-20% (if that high) develop the methods, systems, processes,
and training to nail the promise every tim
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Concept 6

Sales Is Often a Struggle Area -- It
Starts With Owning a New
Mindset
Let's do an experiment...pick a partner at your table or within social distancing safe space. And one
of read this description of a new restaurant in Wichita as if you were a travel guide telling a client
about restaurants in our fair city.
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Okay...let me tell you about the Butcher's Block Steak
House
✓ They are a family steakhouse with a home on the
range theme
✓ They serve all sorts of great steaks, chicken, and fish
✓ They have a full bar
✓ Mondays is kids eat free night
✓ And happy hour specials every night from 4-6
✓ Oh and plenty of free parking
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Now I Want You Forget the
Steakhouse and Tell Your
Partner There About Your
Favorite Restaurant or Bar in
the World and Why You
Absolutely Love It…CONVINCE
THEM TO GO
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Notice
theWhen
Difference?
Vital Quality #1: How We
Change
We’re Passionate
The Words and Phrases
We Use and How We Say It
Best

Over and
above…

AMAZING!!

Our Facial Expressions and
Body Language

But what if WE’VE never
bought and used our own
product or service?

Our Sense of Urgency
…You’ve GOT TO DO THIS NOW…
…Don’t even think about waiting…

Focus on what your best
customers say and capture
their words and use them

…HAVE to get started with this…

Fabulous

OMG…love,
love, love it!

Really
cool…

Incredible

Super
fast…

…go there NOW…don’t even think about it

Our Willingness and Ability to Fight Through
Objections and Challenges
Are you serious right now?
No…no….no let’s stop and think
about this a minute

SO fun…
TOTALLY
different…

Please…wait…I know it seems far
away but you’ve GOT to make the
trip
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To survive and thrive through the pandemic
you and your people MUST sell like you're
selling your favorite restaurant.
IT'S THE ONLY WAY TO EMBRACE 60 IS THE
NEW 20 AND ALL THE FEAR AND
REJECTION WE WILL ALL RECEIVE OVER
THE COMING WEEKS AND MONTHS
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Concept 7

Adjust Your Sales Attitudes and
Train and Coach Intensely and
Often
To thrive you must also double and triple down on your training and coaching. DON'T BACK OFF OF
THIS! Train and role play, and role play, and role play...coach your people up EVERYDAY (or coach
yourself up everyday) because this is a daily battle -- in the most intense pressure cooker in the
world...and you and your people will go through major highs and lows.
Remember, they MUST communicate the brand promise. Is your brand promise to be there today
and tomorrow, and to thrive with our clients? In other words, is doing business with you something
that helps THEM to get through this and thrive? If so, then your salespeople must be fully engaged
and all parts of the business need to be pulling in the same direction!
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Concept 8

In Trying Times YOU Must Work With Your People
to Improve Their Closing Skills
-- Let Me Focus Today On Just One of My
Concepts -- "Avoiding the Death Valley of Sales"
I promised to share a few of my ninja sales skills, and this is probably the one I’m most known for –
so here you go, a super fast spin through the death valley of sales.
(Pssst…this concept alone will improve your closing ratios by about 40-50% right away)
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Whenever You Ask, You Must Anticipate (and Want) An Answer – YES or NO
Greg Bennett’s

The Death Valley of Sales
YES

The Death Valley of Sales is
really the land of nodecision..maybe-land, the
neutral zone

NO

NEUTRAL ZONE
Clients Act Positive…Are Negative…LOVE Neutral
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Concept 9

You Must Look For Ways to 'WOW'
Clients…Especially In Challenging Times, When
Prickly Clients Are Begging to Be Wowed

This can happen in the sales process and in the customer engagement process.
One from about 10 years ago…and one from about a month ago
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Example 1 From 10 Year’s Ago -- Greg’s Personal “Wow” Moment Shopping for a
Hotel Meeting Room (Needed a room for like 20 people, and on room nights)
Watch This Video, Then Think About These Questions

How strong do you think
the “during the sales call”
presentation needed to be?

Greg’s Video of the Doubletree
“Wow” in Action

What do you think it says
about what the actual
relationship will be like if
THAT’S before we even start
selling?
Outcome of the story? Of
course GB booked him room
at the Doubletree Hotel
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Example 2 From 30 Days Ago -- Greg’s Personal “Wow” Moment While Searching
for a Basement Repair Business in Wichita (We DO live in College Hill) and we
Found Thrasher

✓ Thrasher was unbelievably friendly and engaging
from the first call
✓ They sent us a book and a reminder sheet before
the appointment (reciprocity is one of the
strongest human emotions)
✓ They had video segments to show us during the
presentation that educated us and ADDED VALUE
✓ Their work was amazing and their follow-up was
fantastic
✓ Every other company we called was far, far less
professional and gave off a vibe like, “You’re lucky
we came at all”
✓ One even said when they couldn’t get to us for 3
weeks and I said “What?” “Well just be glad it’s not
5 weeks…so, do you want to meet or not”
✓ That “wowed” me…but as in “Wow…I want you
nowhere near my house”
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Concept 10
One Thing We’ll Experience Coming Out of This…Whether
You’re in Sales, Own Your Own Small Business, or Are Part of a
Large Business – You’ll Have to Always Be Looking For That Edge
to Compete and Win. Being “Good” Will Be Table Stakes – It’s
Gonna Be Wow That Wins!
Then Once You Define Your “Edge” or Your “Wow” – You Must
Develop Repeatable Systems and Methods to Deliver That Edge
Every Time…And That Will Take Paying Attention to All Five
Areas of Your Business!
Easy? No Way? Simple? Probably Not? But Required…No Doubt!
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Next Steps?
Want to explore where you are with the 5 Key Areas?
• Option 1: Take Our On-line Brand Exam. Anyone can take
this for free, but we will give all WIBA members a 1 hour
review of your survey to give you some direct feedback.
Email Kaity Robinson at kaity@thebrand5.com
• Option 2: Go Through a Company Diagnostic Followed By a
Go-Forward Plan. After taking the Brand Exam, we do a 2
hour zoom call with your leadership team to review where
you are now and where you need to get to. After that, we'll
prepare a thorough Go-Forward Plan with specific actions
steps you need to take in the next 30-45 days. This is
normally a $1,500 service, and we are happy to offer that to
WIBA members for $750.
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A Special Ask

I typically don’t like to sell books at
workshops, but this is a special
occasion. I normally charge $20 for this
book. So if you’d like to buy it, I will
donate $16 dollars ($4 is my printing
costs) of it to Tim Ebert’s family.
Just email me at
gbennett@thegrowthcoach.com
and we will handle it that way, and I’ll
hand deliver it to your office or we can
meet for coffee or a beer if you like.
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